Armored Land Rover Discovery L462 SE SDV6 3.0L AWD in CEN B6

The order placing fo an armoring of this luxury SUV will be available in IV quarter of 2020!

Armored Land Rover Discovery L462 SE SDV6 3.0L AWD in CEN B6

PRESS-RELEASE
The all-new Police undercover armored SUV is based on the Land Rover
Discovery 5th generation L462 SE SDV6 3.0L AWD has been developed,
engineered and manufactured for Police special forces specially. No doubt
that this SUV is one of the most perfect and suitable middle size SUVs
with a sport character for this purpose. Therefore there are not a deep
changes to technical and dynamic characteristics of the converted vehicle
inspite of the increased weight after an armoring.
All original SUV’s mechanicals are mostly unchanged during conversion
except specially re-engineered suspension and brake system elements to
transport an increased weight and armed crew.
The all-new discreetly armored SUV has identical appearance to keep
confidentiality and doesn't stand out the general traffic flow while driving
through the streets.In the body construction principal changes were made
inside: There the seats layout 2+2: 2 individual seats in front and two 360
degrees swivel seats in rear for special tactical purposes of anti-terror units
during the operations.All interior dimensions are almost as the standard
serial Land Rover Discovery L462 excluding luggage compartment volume
due to fixed armored bulkhead with door and window for special purposes.
The rear split seats are replaced: sporty style 360 degrees swivel seats for
special forces armed fighters. There is an option of roof integrated escape
hatch with two manually openable covers. Also there a wide range of
inluded security features as standard and many of them as extra otions on
request. All four doors are fitted with electrically operable windows (15cm)
included into standard armoring package.The vehicle passenger
compartment on perimeter is armored up to CEN B6 in accordance to
European standards DIN EN 1063 (BR) и DIN EN 1522/1523 (FB) and
VR7 in accordance to European directive VPAM PM 2007! The floor and
roof are protected agains a different weapon ammunitions and blasts. The
protection is made with the latest generation of certified ballistic opaque
and transparent materials.Armored SUV is offered is traditional armoring
package, which includes: 20" four Run-Flat tyre system, two-ways Intercom
system for inside/outside communication, fuel tank protection, heavy-duty
door hinges etc. The vehicle showm on photos has SE package and fittet
by Sd6 3.0L V6 Turbodiesel engine, 306hp. The armored vehicle could be
ordered with both Diesel and Petrol engines and different packages on
request.The manufacturer provides all warranty and post-warranty
maintenance and other services including the option of our teams
deployment. For your vehicle servicing kindly fill the below mentioned form
in.The manufacturer supports its customers and products with spare parts.
Your safery - our reputation!

